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Guide to E-magazine

Content Sections

For details on suppliers & products

CENS.com
Access to CENS.com for 
more information, industry 
news & reports.

Simply use hyperlink icons:

Click Inquire Now to safely, 
quickly connect to online inquiry 
form for the advertiser/supplier.

Click Webpage to connect to 
the introduction  of the advertiser/
supplier.

Some suppliers may have stopped advertising on CENS.com, 
but information in this E-magazine remains accurate as of its publish date.
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Find quickly  product 
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How to edit display settings How to save a new copy of this 
E-magazine

How to text search How to use zoom options and 
move around an enlarged page

Guide to PDF Reader

Select “View >> Page Display” to edit the way 
you like to read E-magazine.

Press “Ctrl + F” and enter keyword(s).
If no match is found, broaden the category of 
keyword(s). This search function works on exact 
match of keyword(s).

Press “Shift + Ctrl + S” or select the 
“Save” option, and confirm your 
selection by choosing “Save a copy”.

Click either                    icon to zoom in or out 
a page.

“Hand Tool” enables moving around an 
enlarged page for reading convenience.

* The above guidelines are based on Adobe Reader. When using other PDF reading software, check “Help” function to 
edit page display settings. If reading this PDF E-magazine via Chrome, Firefox or IE, enable Adobe Plug-in to improve 
viewing experience.
Please feel free to comment regarding using this E-magazine by emailing: buyerservice@cens.com
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The 9th HKTDC Hong Kong Int’l Lighting 

Fair (Spring Edition) to Help Global Lighting 

Industry Get Off to Good Start for 2017n

The 9th HKTDC Hong Kong International Lighting Fair 
(Spring Edition) will host over 1,300 exhibitors from all 
over the world (photo courtesy of HKTDC).

The 9th edit ion of HKTDC Hong Kong 

International Lighting Fair (Spring Edition) 

will be staged on April 6 through 9, 2017 at 

the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 

Centre, with around 1,300 exhibitors from 

all over the world having already prepared 

to together offer global buyers a one-stop 

sourcing platform for all finished products, 

parts and components.

LED Lighting and Smart Technology 
Remain Buzzwords 

A t  t h i s  y e a r ' s  H K T D C  H o n g  K o n g 

International Lighting Fair (Spring Edition), 

By STEVE CHUANG

Some 1,300 exhibitors from worldwide will be 
present at venue
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LED lighting and related applications of smart 

technology will likely continue to take central 

stage after years of being buzzwords in the 

industry. 

Findings in a survey conducted by HKTDC 

Research on prospects for the lighting market 

at the end of 2016 showed that LED and 

related green lighting products (as chosen by 

40% of respondents) continue to be viewed as 

the category with highest growth potential in 

2017. 

In  terms of  LED product  appl icat ions, 

respondents believed that indoor household 

lighting (32%) and smart lighting systems (21%) 

will see the largest increase in the coming two 

years. As regards to future development, the 

majority of the respondents (84%) indicated 

that smart technology will drive the evolution 

of the lighting industry over the next two 

years. 

T h e m a t i c  Z o n e s  A r r a n g e d  f o r  E a s y 
Sourcing 

With energy efficiency being one of the 

significant trends in the global l ighting 

industry, the “LED & Green Lighting” zone will 

remain the highlighted zone among others 

at the show, to feature both functional and 

decorative LEDs and Green Lighting products. 

The lighting industry is actively developing 

smart lighting technologies and products in 

response to the development of “smart city 

and smart home” driven by the Internet of 

Things. In order to cater market demand, the 

inaugural “Smart Lighting & Solutions” zone 

will be set up this year, to showcase state-

of-the-art lighting systems, remote control 

and smart lighting products. Furthermore, 

the inaugural “Startup Zone” is designed for 

young designers and startup to showcase 

their original ideas and new concepts, as 

well as to communicate with global industry 

players. 

The trade fair aims to lead the way for the global lighting industry by focusing more on new technological 
applications (photo courtesy of HKTDC).
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Another highlighted zone, Hall of Aurora, will 

provide an elegant and extraordinary setting 

for top-notch branded collections of lighting 

fixtures. Interior designers and architects, as 

well as fashion-forward retailers can find high 

quality and trendy lighting products in the 

zone. Leading brands taking part in the zone 

will include Viribright, Forest Lighting, Jaykal, 

SKY-LIGHTING and many more. 

The “Avenue of  Chandel iers ,”  a  zone 

establ ished to spotl ight gl i t ter ing and 

splendid chandelier collections, will serve 

as a traffic stopper to interior decorators 

and stylists, also contractors outfitting 

hotels, restaurants, shopping malls and 

other development, given that chandeliers 

in both modern and traditional styles are 

experiencing a fashion resurgence. And 

“World of Professional & Industrial Lighting” 

will cover a broad range of situation-specific 

lighting, including lighting for warehousing, 

stadiums and other commercial purposes, 

safety lighting and emergency lighting. Other 

product zones on the fairground will include 

“Advertising Display Lighting”, “Commercial 

Lighting”, “Outdoor Lighting” and “Lighting 

Accessories, Parts & Components”. 

Enlightening Events Organized 

Different seminars and buyer forums are 

organized to keep traders abreast of the 

latest market information. Co-organized 

with the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers 

-  Electronics Divis ion and Hong Kong 

Electronics & Technologies Association, the 

“Asian Lighting Forum” covers subjects such 

as global market trends and applications 

of smart lighting. In a range of informative 

events, buyers will share market insights at 

forums on business opportunities in different 

markets, and industry representatives will 

give the latest update on lighting design 

trends. 

The 10th  Hong Kong L ight ing Design 

Competition organized by HKTDC returns. The 

theme of this year's competition is “Blooming 

Aura”, which aims to stimulate participants' 

innovation and demonstrate the feeling of 

liveliness and vibrancy brought about by 

blooming lights. The Hong Kong Lighting 

Design Competition Award Presentation 

Ceremony will be held on Day 1 (6 April) of the 

fair and all winners' and finalists' works will be 

showcased at Hall 1C Concourse during the 

fair period. 

Following HKTDC Hong Kong International 

Lighting Fair (Spring Edition), two fairs 

will also be held April 13-16 concurrently: 

HKTDC Hong Kong Electronics Fair (Spring 

Edition), Asia's largest electronics fair, to 

showcase the latest consumer electronics; 

and HKTDC International ICT Expo, which 

offers the newest enterprise solutions, retail 

technologies, mobile applications, cloud 

computing solutions, telecommunications 

and network products for all businesses. 

The show has served as a great one-stop 
sourcing platform for global lighting product 
buyers (photo courtesy of HKTDC).
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YI-HSING LIGHTING CO., LTD.

Spotlights, Downlights, Track Light,
Office Lamps, Special-purpose
Lights, Wall Lamps, Chandeliers,
Ceiling Mounts

Founded in 1980, Yi-Hsing Lighting Co., Ltd. was

originally an ODM who manufactures lamp parts,

reflectors, and developed molds. After 3 years of

improvement of technology, we started to develop

commercial lighting using incandescent light bulb, such as

ceiling mounts, downlights, and wall light fixture. We

steadily develop downlights and spot lights to offer new

light sources as low-voltage halogen light fixture and

compact fluorescent light fixture. Having successfully

developed HQI lighting in 1992, we have been working

on R&D of LED lighting in recent years to further

improve our commercial lighting products. Increasing

capacity year by year while also stressing quality, we have

obtained TÜV and GS certifications, also developing

global markets actively, mainly exporting to Europe,

Latin America, Australia, the Middle East, Southeas ...

YI-HSING LIGHTING CO., LTD.
No. 10, Nanhsing Rd., Nanwan Borough, Yungkang Dist.,
Tainan City, Taiwan 710

Tel:886-6-271-7895 (Rep.)

Fax:886-6-271-9727

E-mail: yihsing.lite@msa.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/oscarleder

H-505-T5 Fluorescent Downward and
Upward Lighting

GL-322-5-SMT Multifunctional
Recessed Lights

GL-323-5-SMT Multifunctional
Recessed Lights

GL-103-3-SMT Dimmable Recessed
Lights
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GREEN FIRST CORPORATION

Mood Light, LED Desk Lamp,
Smart Touch LED Desk Lamp,
Bamboo Art design LED light,
Wood Art design LED light

Eco-friendly Smart Table Lamps - Light Up Your Life

with Creativity Green First Corp. was founded in 2012. It

named the company’s Chinese name as “Green

Medium” for the purpose to act as a medium to look after

the green living of consumers, and implement the

“Environmentally Friendly” concept into a variety of

product development and manufacturing, allowing

consumers to enjoy energy-saving life easily through

using the company’s safe and eco-friendly products. The

core concept of Green First Corp. and its products are

grown under a “natural” environment by using wood,

bamboo and other “natural materials” as the main design

ingredients. Our products have been sold locally and

exported to Europe, the United States and Japan.

GREEN FIRST CORPORATION
33F., No.268, Jingping Rd., Zhonghe Dist, New Taipei City
23581, Taiwan

Tel:+886-2-8943 1008

Fax:+886-2-8943 1099

E-mail: maxine@greenfirst.com.tw

Website: www.greenfirst.com.tw

Parrot

Hoe-Plus-BTB

Dove

Hoe-Stationery
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PAUL-YU IND. CORP.

Metal Lamp, Magic Lamp, Tatami
Lamp, Japanese Lamp, Rattan
Lamp, Poly Lamp, Bamboo Lamp,
Capiz Lamp, Stonecast Lamp,

Paul-Yu Industrial Corporation is established since 1978

and is one of the largest Decorative Home Lighting and

Furniture Manufacturers in the world. We own five huge

factories, all located at the Cebu Export Processing Zone,

Philippines (total 35,000 sq. m.), We have 2,500

employees. Annual Sales Forecast: Estimated Turnover.

2008 US$ 54,000,000. Major Markets: We have exported

over 82 countries. Majority to European and N. America

and SouthAmerica markets, Middle East, Australia, New

Zealand and Japan.

PAUL-YU IND. CORP.
8th Fl., No. 68, Jenai Rd., Sec.4, Taipei, Taiwan 106

Tel:886-2-2700-3286

Fax:886-2-2709-2314

E-mail: sales@paulyu.com.tw

Website: www.paulyu.com.tw

TA-KE Lamps

Printed Lanterns

Bukya Lamps

The Shangrila Lamps with Bamboo
Rings Inlaid Collection
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CHARMING HOME DECOR
CORP.
LED Lighting, Decorative Lights,
Christmas Lights, Neon Lights,
Lighting Fixture for Dinning Room,
Table Lamps

Founded in 1982 in Taiwan, Charming Home Décor Corp.

supplies a variety of compact home lightings and LED

decorative lights, including gift lamps for promotional

use, decorative lamp, outdoor lamps, table lamps,

residential lamps, and specialty lamps. The company

supplies its products on the OEM/ODM bases as well as

under its own brand of “mobo”, which is interpreted by

the company as “mobile hi-life lamp” to preach its

quality design and manufacturing. The company ships an

average of 10 40-feet containers of lamps a month, which

are turned out at its in-house factory in mainland China

with a land area of 5,000 square meters and well trained

staffs. Its products, certified to meet CE standards, mostly

go to chain stores, pro stores and importers in Europe and

Japan. The company motivates itself with the motto:

“Fashion”, “Passion” and “Innov ...

CHARMING HOME DECOR CORP.
13F, No. 99, Sec. 1, Hsin Tai Wu Road, Sijhih, New Taipei
City 22175, Taiwan

Tel:886-2-2697-3222

Fax:886-2-2697-3234

E-mail: charmin@ms18.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/charminghome

Pendant Lamp

Pendant Lamp

Pendant Lamp

Pendant Lamp
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LIGHTING HOUSE INC.

Halogen (Regular) Bulb Wall Lamps, Metal Wall
Lamps, Glass Wall Lamps, Ceramic Wall Lamps

Lighting House Inc. is a Taiwan lighting manufacturer that
was established in 1993. With small lamp sales-
assembling operation in the beginning, major in Wall
Lamp, Ceiling Lamp, Pendant Lamp and Table Lamp till
developing LED lamp etc now, and then the company has
grown consistently both in size and scale. With years of
experience, strategic investment and constant
technological innovation and development, LIGHTING
HOUSE INC. has become one of the OEM(Original
Equipment Manufacturer) lighting manufacturers. In order
to industry transition for marketing demand, since 1996
LIGHTING HOUSE INC. had born in Dong Guan City,
Guang Dong Province China and obtained ISO9001. We
have complete professional PAINTED and DESIGN
technology, typical manage method and perfect factory
equipment to support OEM and ODM(Original Design
Manufacturer). We push ...

LIGHTING HOUSE INC.
9th Fl., 649-6 Chungcheng Rd., Hsinchuang, New Taipei
City, Taiwan 242
Tel:886-2-2902-0266, 86-769-8362-6071
Fax:886-2-2902-0262, 86-769-8362-6070
E-mail: kevin@lightinghouse.com.cn
Website: www.cens.com/lightinghouse

Table Lamps

LED Table lamp

LED Pendant lamp LED Pendant lamp
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PLEO INC.PLEO INC.
Invisible Alabaster Illumination Spot Series, Ceiling
Series, Wall Mount Series, Walkway Series, Cosy
Series, Wall Lamps, Desk Lamps, Ceiling Lamp,

PLEO INC. is a professional supplier of
lighting fixtures to market worldwide for
more than 15 years. We provide the best
service and high quality products as our
promise for long-term business cooperation
and we welcome customer's O.E.M/O.D.M
projects. We use high standard controlled
system to produce products with process of
Stamping, Spinning, Deep draw, Die
casting, Sand casting, Lost-wax, Forge,
Extrusion, Turning, Special laser cutting,
Welding and so forth. Our material range
covers the above with Steel, Brass,
Copper, Aluminums, Zinc, Steel, ...

PLEO INC.
7th Fl.-3, No. 86, Zhongxing Rd., Xizhi Dist., New Taipei Ciry, Taiwan 22161

Tel:886-2-2648-2008

Fax:886-2-2648-9676

E-mail: pleoinc@ms16.hinet.net

Website: www.cens.com/pleo

Invisible Alabaster Illumination Spot Series

Ceiling Series Walkway Series Walkway Series
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SUN HARVEST
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Ceiling Mounts, Spotlights, Downlight, Tracklights, Lighting
Fixtures, Clamp Light, Cabinetlight

LAURA LIGHTING CO.,LTD was founded at Taiwan in 1992, and afterwards moved to

Chinese Guangdong province for expansion, the company specializes in researching, developing,

and manufacturing household furniture and lighting lamps, our products comprise: downlight,

cabinet light, mirror light, track light, fluorescent tube series, and LED light series. We focus on

production quality and service so as to meet OEM client at advantageous price and high-grade

quality. If you have any problem, please contact us, we will give you a response within 24h.

SUN HARVEST TECHNOLOGY CO.,
LTD.
4th Fl.-3, No. 374, Pateh Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan 10556
Tel:886-2-2778-7202
Fax:886-2-2778-9996
E-mail: lah@lauralighting.com.cn
Website: www.cens.com/laura

Cabinet light

Cabinet light

Cabinet light Cabinet light
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Commercial
Lighting

BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 20

WEICO (ASIA) INDUSTRIES, LTD. 21
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BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION
LED Track Lights, LED Spotlights, Outdoor Lights, Kit

With more than 25 years of experience in the field of lighting fixture, Buckingham has been a

well-known manufacturer by focusing on the design and production of both commercial and

residential lighting, specialized in led lamp, led light, down lightings, track system, spot lights,

energy saving light, pendent and wall light. Our goal is to provide you the best products and

services. We believe the key to be successful has to focus on innovation. Therefore, we never

stop designing and improving our products and keep adopting new hardware and software to

increase our capacity. Supported by our vast industrial experience and advanced technology, we

are confident that we can offer the best solution in lighting industry. If you need further inform ...

BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
8th Fl., No. 659-5, Chungcheng Rd., Hsinchuang Dist., New Taipei City,
Taiwan 242
Tel:886-2-2903-7898 (Rep)
Fax:886-2-2903-7698 (Rep)
E-mail: meme@buckingham.com.tw
Website: www.cens.com/buckingham

Metro - 1892 CDM-TD 70W

[LED] Tuba-lean

Very flat to ceiling for only 1mm Idea
for wall wash

8241 QR111 CDM-T
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WEICO (ASIA)
INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Emergency Lights, Downlights, LED Lamps,
Fluorescent lamps,socket,switches.

Founded in 1983, Weico (Asia) Industries, Ltd. is a
leading lighting manufacturer in Asia known for
innovation and design backed by a team of experienced
engineers who consistently upgrade product quality to
enhance competitiveness. The company aims to offer
quality, profit-generating products. The company supplies
LED solutions, decorative, industrial & commercial
lighting, electronic devices for household, furniture and
industrial applications, Emergency Lighting luminaires,
Exit signs & conversion power packs for LED,
Fluorescent & CFL lamps, under-cabinet lights, shelf
lights, recessed & surface-mounted downlights, LED flex
strips, LED drivers & LV transformers, switches, adaptors,
power outlets & sockets etc. All of Weico’s products are
certified, approved to VDE/EMV, TÜV, UL/CUL,
SEMKO, and KEMA standards, enabling the company to
build global popularity for product saf ...

WEICO (ASIA) INDUSTRIES, LTD.
1-2 Tarsun Rd., Tarsun Village, Sweilin Township, Yunlin
County, Taiwan 652
Tel:886-5-785-3121
Fax:886-5-785-4812
E-mail: info@weico-asia.com
Website: www.cens.com/weico

DRIVER

Combi Box

CONVERSION
MODULE KITS(T5)

LED Over-cabinet
Luminaire
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Outdoor Lighting
NINGBO RIGHT SPRING LIGHTING & ELECTRICS
CO., LTD.

23
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NINGBO RIGHT SPRING
LIGHTING & ELECTRICS CO.,
Spotlights, Searchlights, Capacitors,
Outdoor Lights, Work Lights,
Streetlights, Sensor, Flood Light,
Industrial Hightbay, Wall Lamp

Ningbo Right Spring Lighting&Electrics CO.,LTD is a

professional manufacturer of various lighting products, it

is a modenized hi-techenterprise which specialized in

research, design, manufacturing and market of elegant

lighting products. It's closely near Ningbo-Ninghai

highway and only 1km's distance from Tongsan

expressway's Chalu exit.Transport is very convenient...

NINGBO RIGHT SPRING LIGHTING &
ELECTRICS CO., LTD.
Opposite Haijing Food, Haijing Rd., Hailou Fishing Village,
Liyang Town, Ninghai County, Ningbo City, Zhejiang
Province, China

Tel:886-2-2698-2868, 86-574-6537-5900

Fax:886-2-2698-2889, 86-574-6538-8268

E-mail: adam@nb-rightspring.com

Website: www.nb-rightspring.com

Petrol Station Lighting

Outdoor Lighting

Working Lighting

High Bay Lighting
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Electrical Parts,
Accessories,
Hardware, And
Other Products

WHOLE LINE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. 25

DING CHUNG ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. 26

HIGHTEN INDUSTRIAL CORP. 27
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WHOLE LINE ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
Electric Wires, Plugs, Sockets,
Switches, Power Cords, Desk
Lamps, LED Lamps, Dimmers,
Night-lights, Transformers, Lamp

With many years of experience manufacturing all types of

power supply cords, we are proud to introduce our newest

product: plug with fuse inside. Do business with us and

discover what our regular customers have known for

years: our vertically integrated mass-production process,

from cable manufacturing to plug molding, enables us to

provide consistent quality and reasonable prices. We can

also guarantee punctual deliveries. Contact us for further

details today.

WHOLE LINE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
5th F1., No. 12, Lane 218, Chunghsing Rd., Sec. 2, Hsintien
Dist., New Taipei City, Taiwan 231

Tel:886-2-2912-4174/5

Fax:886-2-2911-9893, 8911-1718

E-mail: w30934817@gmail.com

Website: www.cens.com/wholelin

Dimmers

UV Germicidal Lights

Repairable E27 LED Blub

Dimmable Night-lightings
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DING CHUNG ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
Dimmers, Speed Adjusters, Lamp
Holders, Switch wires, Power
Cords, Parts & Accessories,
Dimmer Wires, LED-Dimmers

DING CHUNG ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. is dedicated in

Dimmers, Speed Adjusters, Lamp Holders, Switch wires,

Power Cords, Parts & Accessories, Dimmer Wires, LED-

Dimmers with operations in Taiwan

DING CHUNG ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
No. 2, Alley 9, Lane 65, Tzuhsin St., Hsinchuang Dist., New
Taipei City, Taiwan 242

Tel:886-2-2994-3945

Fax:886-2-2276-3945

E-mail: dingchung168@gmail.com

Website: www.cens.com/dingchung

Switches DC-310

Dimmers DC-302

Switches DC-309

Switches DC-312
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HIGHTEN INDUSTRIAL CORP.

LED, Acrylic, PMMA, Lamps,
Lighting Accessories, Acrylic/PC
Pipes, Tubes, Rods, and Profiles,
Fiberoptic Lamps, Laser Marking

Highten Industries Corporation established in 1989

manufacturing high quality extrusion plastic products in

Taiwan and set the second factory in China in 1996

named Ying Long Plastic Products Co., Ltd. In the

meantime, we added injection department, to support

Taiwanese base lighting and furniture manufacturers at

beginning. Now we continue to be a leading supplier of

extrusion of PMMA, PC tubing, solid rods, profile

lighting diffuser and injection decoration accessories in

China today. In order to confirm with local government

regulation, we establish another name as Kai Tai Metal

and Plastic Products Co., Ltd. For concentrating China

local market development in 2002. Please contact our

head office in Taipei Taiwan for fast reply without

missing. Through the years, Highten's experience and

products knowledge has enable them to deve ...

HIGHTEN INDUSTRIAL CORP.
7th Fl., No. 35, Alley 3, Lane 236, Chung Shiao E. Rd., Sec.
5, Taipei, Taiwan 110

Tel:886-2-8789-2119 (Rep.)

Fax:886-2-8788-2232, 8788-2279

E-mail: highten@seed.net.tw

Website: www.hightenind.com

Geometric Rod Or Tube

Extrusion Profile

Lighting Prats - "S"ARM

Laser Marking
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SANE JEN INDUSTRIAL CO.,
LTD.
Roller Type Automatic Shot Blast
Machine, Oscillating Type
Automatic Shot Blast Machine,
Foundry Equipment and Machines

Sane Jen Industrial Co., Ltd., was founded in 1984. It was

specialized in developing and manufacturing folding wire

containers, trolley, folding storage shelves, stacking

frames, metal pallet, wire display shelves, wire decking,

wire basket, wire netting… etc. for Logistics, Warehouse

Storage and Supermarkets. The products made of iron

wire, steel tubes, steel plate and stainless steel are also

available. Headquarters is located in Taiwan . Our high-

quality products have been exported to the international

market places for over two decades and have won a very

good reputation, especially in Japan. Welcome

customers’ order on the basis of OEM or ODM. The

Functions of Products : * Folding wire containers, folding

storage shelf, stacking frame are good for Storage and

Transport -ation of plastic bottles plastic caps,

automobiles' parts, motorcy ...

SANE JEN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
10 Chungshan Rd., Minhsiung Industrial Zone, Minhsiung
Township, Chiayi County, Taiwan 62154

Tel:886-5-213-4789

Fax:886-5-213-4699

E-mail: sj-storage@umail.hinet.net

Website: www.sj-storage.com.tw

User instructions for foldable wire
containers

A-3

A-5

A-7
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